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Jay-Z at
Birmingham
LG Arena
words and photography by Steve Moles

Tour Crew List:
Production Manager: Bobby Schneider
Production Coordinator: Jill McCutchan
Advance Production Manager:
Aaron Chawla
Stage Manager: Carl Tovey
Lighting Director: Patrick Dierson
Screens Director: Andrew Findley
Video Director: Dirk Sanders
FOH Engineer: Kenyatta “Kelo” Saunders
Monitor Engineer: Kenny Nash
Protools: Eric White
Ground Rigger: Leffert Carroll
Advance Rigger/Carp: Steve Carlsen
Carpenter/Electrician: Erin O’Brien
Carp #3: Martyn Drew
Drum Tech: Marco Zambrano
Backline: Ban Jacobs, Glenn Kaufman
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Control Freak Systems Tech: Ken Delvo
Video Systems Techs:
John Bowman, Rodrigo Azuriz,
Pieter Laleman, Rod Martin
Audio Systems Techs:
Xavier Gendron, Nahuel Guttieriez
Brit Row System Techs:
Adam Smith (Birmingham & Manchester)
Gerry Fradley
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On first examination, this tour looks more like a festival
traipse round Europe. As I trawled round the various
departments sound, light and video, each had their own
particular aspect of chop and change to report. There

So Jay-Z is playing a full production arena show but picking up
gear when it suits. As a logistical exercise this is complex to handle,
hence Schneider’s slightly ragged appearance, but in terms of truck
miles and fuel consumption it possibly makes sense, though
I couldn’t find anyone who’d actually done the math.

wasn’t a lot here that was fixed, at least not in terms of
I snatched a few minutes with visibly beleaguered yet
(under the circumstances), remarkably indulgent production
manager Bobby Schneider, he managed to unfold a clearer
picture.
“On mainland Europe we used a different set of vendors for
sound and lights from here in the UK. Video from XL stayed with
us for there and here, so there’s an element of mix-and-match.
Clair Brothers is our current vendor for the US tour and they were
principal for Europe where, for example, when we played Paris we
used an I5 rig. Lighting came from Flashlight in Holland. Here in
England where we have just two shows - well actually three - we
used Britannia Row for sound and the lighting comes from Neg
Earth.” And that third show? “Well, from here we go to the Isle of
Wight Festival, so we just take our core show, but it’s tight
because we then back-to-back with Bonnaroo Festival in
Tennessee.” How is that possible? “Well, we put everyone on
private jets, Eighth Day Sound provide the audio for the festival,
Atomic Lighting out of Pennsylvania will provide any extra lighting
we need.”
It struck me driving back from Birmingham LG Arena that this in
some ways represents the touring model of the future. On the face
of it, Jay-Z’s tour of Europe is not so far removed from that of
bands on the C circuit who use mostly the house rig at the various
Academies around the UK, augment lights and video in particular,
occasionally sound, and present a show identifiably their own. This
is just larger scale: I counted 14 trucks (Transam and Stardes) in
the parking lot, another one outside the production office door
(there could have more on the opposite side of the building where
the buses park up, but I never got the chance to look).

However, considering the announcement of impending National
Financial Armageddon made by our new government only the day
before (8 June), there’s every reason to expect the Treasury to
tolerate (let’s say encourage) a certain amount of inflation in the
coming years to ameliorate the burden of debt; so fuel in
particular isn’t going to get any cheaper. That, by the way,
includes electricity, so I think you can expect promoters to look
ever closer at the scale of presentation spectacle when making
their ticket calculations. And will punters have the same levels of
disposable ticket buying cash when all this happens?
Just to put a rosy tint on these musings, I offer the following:
standing outside the LG Arena watching the crowds arrive it was
obvious that they split into two distinct groups, those on the
shuttle busses from the NEC car parks, and those walking in from
Birmingham International railway station. There were a few foreign
voices, I saw three girls from Glasgow who’d travelled down, but
then as I said, Jay-Z only played here, Manchester and the IOW
Festival. Predominantly, however, the punters’ accents were from
Birmingham and the surrounding Black Country. In that respect,
tours might look closer at their audience demographic, becoming
more regional. We could, for example, see a resurgence in gigs at
the Sheffield Arena to cater to the Leeds/ Dewsbury, Wakefield
area, rather than the current model where most large productions
visit Manchester Arena and expect punters to cross the Pennines.
That’s what I imagine Live Nation have done here - looked at
Jay-Z’s audience profile and targeted two of their highest urban
concentrations in the UK.
Video
This is a two-handed trick in terms of operation; backstage Dirk
Sanders directs cameras, while at FOH Drew Findley is the
screens director.
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suppliers; frankly I was a little confused. Later, when
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Sanders says: “The video breaks down into distinct parts: the LED
screen is made up from modules of XL Video’s Pixled F15, the
15mm pixel pitch hi-def screen. There are also side screens with
Barco HD20 projectors, also from XL Video. The cameras, all Sony
hi-def cameras, nine of them, also come from XL, as does the PPU.
Control back here is interesting - the LED screen is a wall in
a cityscape skyline; as such the towers that make up the skyline are
physically in 3D, we’ve actually built the tiles to render a third
dimension. You can play on its shaped surface and address each
facet individually if you wish. That’s done through an Encore Control
System with custom interface by Control Freak (CF) Systems.”
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The CF custom interface uses DMX protocol to assign Encore
image processing tools and all video layers to any dimmer position
on the chosen console, in this case a grandMA. “There is some
IMAG used from time to time on the centre screen, Drew controls
all that from front-of-house using the grandMA to run the CF Encore,
and the five M-Box media servers we also have here from PRG.
Drew can take my camera cut, or pick from any camera feed he
wants. Camera-wise, I have five cameramen on stage or out front,
and four remote-controlled cameras dotted about the stage and
overhead; I have an operator for each of them back here with me.
I use a Panasonic Switcher (AV-HS450N) that has built-in multi-view
monitoring which has proved to be a Godsend because it’s so
compact; it’s very useful when we’re doing festivals.” If you’re not
familiar, multi-view segments a large screen display into multiple
small-format monitor windows; hence saving space.
Sanders continues: “This is a very complex show. The big challenge
is in the framing, because entire chunks of the raster aren’t visible.”
You mean because what your cameramen frame is applied to
multiple tall thin vertical (portrait) screens that comprise each city
tower? “Because of the combination of hi-def and that particular
screen’s structure it’s essential to map to the last pixel. In effect
I serve two masters, the audience view to the side screens, and the
custom-shaped LED wall.”
“I started working with Drew in 2008; this is my first tour as camera
director, my background is actually media server programming through Drew does his own for this show - but I’d work a lot with
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Control Freak. The Encore Bridge,” (both Sanders and Findley refer
to the CFS interface between DMX control protocol and Encore as
a ‘bridge’) “runs live, direct from the grandMA console, so yes,
a lighting desk controls router, Encore and M-Box: the side screen
sources also feed from the Encore. That allows a unified, fully
integrated approach. Some of the content material is run to Time
Code, that can come from either Pro-Tools or Ableton [DJ Software]
but Drew runs a very live show in concert with Patrick on lights.”
Drew Findley holds the title Director of Screens, though as Sanders
already revealed, there’s a lot more to his job than posting vision
material to the proper destination. To begin, I asked about the
preconceived content. Findley says: “I generate some myself and
we’ve had made content from two main sources, UVA [United Video
Artists] here in the UK, and Skitch TV in Brooklyn. I hadn’t worked
with UVA before and they’ve done a really good job; the cityscape in
3D was their proposal and it has been executed perfectly. In terms
of specifics, the brief given to both companies was general, just
guidelines about mood and feel for each song, just to see what
they’d come up with initially. Jay would have input to that initial
process - he sees the starting point, gives his impressions about
what interests him, and then we let them develop further. I then
maintain the interface between UVA and SkitchTV to Jay and his
management; they might look in on development once more in the
middle, again at the end. After that, I’m sort of a video wrangler if
you like, in that I pull stuff out from different content designs and put
it together with selected camera feeds, and then apply things from
the MBox Extreme. To do that application of effects I’m looking to
what Patrick does with the lights. Or maybe I have something
specific in mind, in which case Patrick works towards what I’m
doing.”
Both Findley and Dierson (see below) speak with great animation
when either of them ventures into this partnership aspect of their
work. With quite a number of LDs keen to wrest control of video,
it was nice to see both really enjoying and obviously benefiting from
the collaborative development of the CFS system with Barco
(Encore’s owners) to produce an LD-friendly ‘lighting style’
controller for video. Two men on two identical desks operating wildly
different systems; the synchronicity between them was palpable.
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Doesn’t there always need to be time to
consider the destination point? “We did do
a bunch of tests, and yes, what we found is
that for it to work everything has to be
pixel-perfect - you can’t bleed to the edges,
it has to be exact to each tower. If the
content doesn’t trace the outline it doesn’t
look right. Also you can’t make the view
perspective correct from every seat in the
room, but you can for the majority. The
Pixled F15 is great; the shaped surface
adds another element, and the Encore
Bridge more than anything else enables us
to do what we need to. Being able to create
classes, presets - things like that, just
doesn’t exist in the regular Encore desk.”

Does the 3D relief surface of the LED
screen present problems to you when you
are working in that responsive fashion?

The control link between grandMA and CFS
Encore system is over fibre, an Ethernet/ArtNet link.

Top, from left to right:
Video director Dirk Sanders; Andrew Findley,
screens director; Lighting director Patrick
Dierson; Kenny Nash (monitors) and
Kenyatta “Kelo” Saunders (FOH).
Above: Production manager Bobby
Schneider with production coordinator Jill
McCutchan.
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Findley continues: “Dirk has worked with
Control Freak and saw how to build in the
kind of flexibility we needed. Even on
a show-to-show basis, things can change Jay may come in and ask that we pull
cameras off a certain shot, or take a new
one. The CFS Encore and MBox Extreme
system is able to respond to that; any
combination will work. Although since last
September we’ve made a lot of changes we
have now fallen into a steady rhythm - but it
does depend on how he plays and how the
audience respond. There are few songs
that run completely to time code, but even
then we mix things in on the fly - a lot of
blending in camera shots with content.”
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Why attend the PLASA
International Rigging
Conference?

“In the past 10 years alone
the rigging industry has

SAPSIS RIGGING,
PHILADELPHIA USA

Bill Sapsis

experienced incredible
growth and change.
The PLASA International
Rigging Conference offers
a unique opportunity to
meet with colleagues and
peers from across the
world to discuss the
challenges facing us all.”

Conference Programme Highlights:
 Venue rigging and the installation of
mother-grids
Roger Barrett, Star Events Group
John Jones, Lift Turn Move

 Secondary suspensions; making safety
secondary?
Cristiano Giavedoni, CM Entertainment Technology

 Load monitoring; 'It's only supposed to
weigh a tonne!'
Ilan Bahar, Eilon Engineering

 Fall arrest forces on hoists and trusses
Marc Hendriks, Prolyte
Bill Sapsis, Sapsis Rigging

 Specialist engineering and aerial rigging
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Jim Tinsley, Greg Gowans, Stage One

To book your delegate place now, please visit:

WWW.PLASARIGGINGCONFERENCE.COM
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tried [Shure] B52s but are currently experimenting with
[Beyerdynamic] M88s and they seem to be working.
Oh - and an Audix D6 in the Kick with an SM91 is proving
good. What’s difficult about the mix is that Jay-Z likes to hear
lots of low end on stage and from the house; he wants to
hear it as he recorded it, so we incorporate a number of
album tracks on Pro Tools.”
Does the K1 give him and his artist the kind of bass response
he’s looking for? “It’s good in here, everything is pretty tight,
but I think it’s better outside. Normally I’m using Clair’s I5
system, but that’s a different beast - the I5s have a different
energy about them, that fat low end is a sound the US
audience has grown accustomed to.”
You’ll be at the Isle of Wight tomorrow and have a different
system again (probably Meyer from SSE/Canegreen?);
although that’s a festival, is this concept of picking up local
systems depending on which part of a touring territory you’re
in proving manageable? “It’s a challenge. We started with
a d&b J Series and that system is amazing . . . now normally
Clairs. We’re experimenting, trying to figure out what is best.
As I switch from system to system I set myself two targets, to
get the Jay sound and get the best out of the boxes - not one
exclusive of the other. That works well for me.”
Monitors
With high sound energy levels on stage already admitted,
I asked Kenny Nash if there was any chance this could
change to in-ears? “Actually, I just got Jay on the Sennheiser
G2 system, most of the band were already there; they have
Sensaphonics ear-pieces, Jay has Ultimate ears: I’m not sure
that’s the right one for him yet. Thing is, I have to put a full
show mix in the side-fills for him, that’s four Clair R4s a side
with two R4 Subs beneath - I also have subs for the drums
and percussion, and there are eight wedges across the front
of stage below a grille panel just for Jay.”
So the emphasis is on following him with his mix as he moves
around stage? “I’ve set up snapshots for every song,” Nash
mixes from a DiGiCo SD7, not a Midas. “It was hard for me to
find a console with 33 auxes. I’m using 24 mixes stereo and
mono - that kind of limited my choices, and yes, it does mean
we’ve got two mix engines at the side of stage, and currently

I can’t take any of Kelo’s mixes, but I believe they’re working on that.
The trick for me is to listen to the talk-back mic from Omar Edwards,
Jay’s MD. I can’t actually see more than half the stage, so I listen to him
from start to finish. This is a high-energy show, it’s a party up there,
musically and visually you have to feel the energy coming off the stage.
Hey, after the show we even get grandmothers coming up and saying;
I never thought I’d enjoy that so much, but I did.”
Acknowledging the imperative for such high levels on stage, something
that as Nash said, “makes for a lot of colouration coming off stage”,
I asked both men if there was some, as yet undiscovered technology
that might help in this situation. “In terms of technology I think we
already have most of the newest stuff available to us,” said Saunders.
“The thing to consider is this; not every band sounds good on every
console. Here, we’re working a lot of the time on the fly, which is kinda
good, but pressured. When Eighth Day Sound provided the J Series
I had a Digidesign Profile, a good console but limited for moving
bandwidth around; I was pushing the DSP too hard. The XL8 can
handle that, which allows me to be more creative, though I believe the
main reason the Midas can do that is because the Mic Pre is so good
I’m not using a lot of DSP power on channel EQ to start with. So to
answer your question - technology we got, but crew is important too,
that’s why today has been smooth. Those Brit Row guys just came in
and did it, no drama.”
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Just doing it was the overwhelming sense of the show. Whatever the
pressures upon Production and the need to be constantly monitoring
the tomorrows of sifting what gear goes where and when, everyone
who operates and makes the shows happen was calm, in charge and
on top of their game. No drama.
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